The detonation behavior of carbon-rich high explosives is affected by a slow coagulation of carbon atoms by diffusion and their possible transformation from one chemical bonding type to another. We have examined the applicability of the Brenner potential at high pressure and high temperature by molecular dynamics simulations and the stability and barrier height between graphitic and diamond clusters as a function of cluster size by quantum chemical calculations. The diffusion kinetics of carbon clusters have been examined by including a time-dependent surface correction to the Gibbs free energy of these clusters.
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Motivations and inimduction
Many equilibrium properties of carbon, such as the graphitediamond phase line, are weII established. Nevertheless, many issues at high pressure and temperature still remain unresolved. For example, the location of the graphite-diamond-liquid rnple point is only known to within 10%. For the dkunond melting line, all that is known is that it has a positive slope.
Our knowledge of nonequilibrium properties of carbon is even more dismal. For example, thermochemical calculations of the detonation vebcity of TNT, a carbon-rich explosive, differs from experiment by as much as 5%. This difference maybe attributable to metastable processes involving nanometer size clusters of carbon formed during detonation. The equilibrium aspect of the present work involves thermodynamics of phase changes in carbon within heretofore unexplored pressure and temperature regimes. The nonequilibrium aspect of the present work is to understand coagulation of carbon clusters and also the dynamics of phase changes and stability between graphitic and diamond clusters.
Phase diagram of carbon
On the equilibrium side, we explored the phase diagram of carbon via molecular dynamics using the hydrocarbon potential developed by Brenner [ 1] . This potential has been successfully used to explore carbon systems at normal pressures and temperatures. It is of interest to see how well this potential can model carbon at much higher pressures and temperature. As a test we consider its prediction for the diamond melting curve. The Brenner potential falls in a class of empirical potentials known as bond order potentials with general form,
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The first term is taken as a repulsive term and the second term as attractive. Though a simple sum over bond energies, this is not a pair potential since the bti, called the bond order factor, is a many-body term. For example, in the Brenner potential the bti depends on . bond angles, torsional angles, bond lengths, and atomic coordination in the vicinity of the bond. This many-body nature of ho makes the bond energy dependent on the local environment that the bond is presently in. This allows the Brenner potential to predict correct geometries and energies for many different carbon structures and hybridization.
The diamond melting line is a first order transition and its location can be determined by comparing the free energies of the diamond and the liquid phases. The calculation of free energy can not be expressed as an expectation. However, given a reference state and its free energy, the free.energy can be found by integration of thermodynamic quantities along a path connecting the reference state to the state of interest.
For the fluid we use the ideal gas as the reference state. For the solid we choose the Einstein crystal, which is just a harmonic system and the free energy can be written in an analytic form. To apply these techniques Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics methods were used to calculate the relevant statistical quantities for a 512 particle system at constant V and T. A point on the melt line was found at 5,000K and 50 GPa. The slope of the line at this point was also found from the relationship, dPl dT = AS/ AV, where~and AV are thechange in the entropy and volume across the melting line.
--.. . . .. This information is displayed in Fig. 1 along with the phase diagram based on available experimental and theoretical data. The two diamond melting lines sandwich uncertainties of the melting line estimated by van Thiel and Ree [2] . Notice the simulation study predicts a melting line which is consistent with the best available data. Our simulations show that the structure of the liquid at high density is mostly four-fold coordinated or sp~-like and at low density it is two-fold coordination or splike. So we observe a change in the local structure with density. The Brenner potential as presently developed has neglected the long-range van der Waals forces which may be important for holding graphitic sheets together. Possible improvement on the Brenner potential in this connection is under consideration.
. .
Stability of carbon clusters
In order to study the relative stability of finite graphite and diamond particles as a function of size, first principles and semi-empirical moleetdar orbital calculations were carried out on clusters constrained to have Spz ors~bonding. l%e singly occupied surface orbitals were capped with hydrogen atoms in order to enforce the bulk carbon atom hybridization at the surface. Finite size effects were removed by extrapolating the cluster energies as a function of H/C ratio. The AM 1 semi-empirical heats of formation for the sp~diamond (C1OH16, C35H36, C84H64. C165Hl@~86H~44) and spz graphite (C24H12* c54H18~~6H2~c150H3@ c216H3&~94H42)
clusters are plotted in Fig. 2 . Linear extrapolation (in Fig. 2) 'h height of the reaetion barrier for the graphite to diamond transition and the heat of formation of carbon clusters are needed for the study of the graphite-to-diamond transformation kinetics and the coagulation kinetics of carbon, respectively. Previous calculations in this regard were done only for infinite-sized systems [4] . Energies along model reaction paths on the hypersurface descrbing the convergence from s# tos~bonding were also determined using the first principles and semiempirical molecular orbital methods. The reaction path was defined by linear interpolation between the reactant and product structures. While the reaction coordinate does not necessarily correspond to the minimum energy path for the phase transformation, it allows us to make a consistent comparison of the predictions of the various electronic structure methods. The Hartree-Fock and PM3 pararneterized calculations predict similar activation energies of aging the surface energy per particle,~~= A /k"3, over CP We have implemented the above carbon clustering kinetics in a multiphase multi-component chemical equilibrium code [8] to account for a timedependent surface correction to the Clbbs free energy. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of carbon phase on detonation velocity of TNT with different initial densities. The lower curve is computed under the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium. This is the case if the pressure and temperature in the detonation wave could be maintained for a sufficiently long time to achieve equilibration. However, the actual carbon particles that we are dealing with are very smrdl. Hence, the energetic of the transformation is different from that of bulk carbon. We expect that, depending on the sizes of carbon particles, the transformation of graphitic carbon to the diamond-like form will occur at a different thermodynamic state. The upper curve is obtained by the nonequilibrium model described above using reasonable values for the surface energy constant of diamond and graphitic clusters.
--. . Initial density (glcrr?) Figure 3 . Detonation veloeity vs. initial density of TNT. See Ref. [9] for experimental references.
The calculation was done 150 ns behind the detonation front. This time interval can be regarded as a reaction zone thickness of the detonation front. By adjusting the diamond surface energy constant A and using the experimental value of A for graphite, we can raise the transition pressure (hence, the detonation veloeity) and, thereby, make the theoretical predction agree closer with experimental data [9] . In our earlier work [9] , we made a similar but simpler calculation in which the formation energy of the diamond particles was raised to match the experimental data. We note that the new model can reliably pre&ct the overdriven shock wave data and the detonation veloeity data with various initial densities. Results from this study will provide important inputs to understanding the performance of carbon-rich explosives. 
